
Common Declaration between PRCF and FP 

Fronte Popolare (Popular Front, Italy) and the Pôle de Renaissance Communiste en France (Pole 

of Communist Revival in France) both struggle for the exit of our countries, from the left, from 

the European Union and its currency, the Euro, which are weapons of mass destruction against 

the social advances that had been won through hard struggles by our working classes and our 

peoples against capitalism. The E.U.'s and Euro's class character, at the exclusive service of great 

capital, makes the European construction impossible to reform. The “social and democratic E.U.” 

is a lie, a smoke screen, a deadly illusion. 

There is an absolute incompatibility between the E.U. and social progress: all the policies 

implemented jointly by social-democracy and the right have as their content the demolition – 

brick by brick – of public services and workers protection, the lowering of wages and retirement 

benefits, the raising of retirement age, privatizations, etc. This is caused not by the debt or by bad 

management, nor by the supposedly crazy finance, but by capital's necessity for the maximization 

of its profits and therefore exploitation of workers, put in competition one against the other with 

the pretext of the “market economy open to the world, in which competition is free and fair”, as 

the E.U. Is defined by supranational treaties.  

The agents of great capital's power, which are the right-wing and false-left governments, do not 

do any other thing than to implement the schedule established by the E.U., institutional arm of 

great capital and imperialist war-machine involved in a strategic partnership with NATO. 

There is an absolute incompatibility between the E.U and democracy: as it was admitted by 

Juncker himself, president of the European Commission (former Prime Minister of Luxembourg, 

where he earned his stripes to capital's eyes by making his country a safe-heaven for capitals, 

former I.M.F. and BERD governor), who declared during the 2005 referendum in France on the 

European constitution: “If Yes wins, we'll say: we go forward; if No wins, we'll say: we go on”. In 

fact, No won but the right-wing and the Socialist Party committed treason by ignoring the will of 

the people. In 2015 he declared again, regarding Greece: “To say that everything will change 

because there is a new government in Athens, it is to exchange your own desires for reality. […] 

There can't be any democratic choices that oppose European treaties.” After all of this, how is it 

possible to declare – as does the Party of the European Left (E.L.) - that the E.U. can be 

transformed in a democratic tool, when it clearly denies the mere possibility of taking into account 

the will of the peoples? This means to act as a fifth column of the bourgeoisie within the workers 

and democratic movement.  

It is also true that the European Left has abandoned another aspect of democracy: the defense of 

national sovereignty. The E.U. not only does not respect the will of the peoples, but demolishes 

the nations, which are the space where democracy expresses itself. Nations are the foundation of 

internationalism, id est brotherhood and solidarity with workers' struggle all over the world 

against capitalism. As Jaurès said: “Little internationalism pushes us away from our homeland, a lot 

of it leads us back”. As of Gramsci and Togliatti, they rejected national nihilism, and Dimitrov as 

well. Antonio Gramsci rebutted to fascists: “You fascists will bring Italy to ruins and it will be 

communists' job to save her”. Communists won when they identified themselves with the struggle 

for social emancipation and national independence. 

Our two organizations struggle also for the exit from NATO. It's well known that NATO is, like the 

E.U., a tool in the hands of imperialism. NATO is war. Everywhere in the world this imperialist 



structure destabilizes, subverts, sabotages, assaults the progressive or simply patriotic forces and 

the countries which do not totally accept the imperialist yoke. NATO seriously threatens world 

peace with its policy of provocation, particularly against Russia, and of over-armament. It seeds 

war in Europe, the Middle East, lighting fires that tomorrow may burn the whole world. In Ukraine 

E.U. and NATO leaders go so far as to support a pro-Nazi government. One of the conditions for 

peace is the exit from NATO, immediate and one-sided. 

Our organizations struggle for the exit from capitalism. The struggle for social progress, 

democracy and peace entails the exit from capitalism which is the source, the ultimate and central 

cause of crisis, mass unemployment, the exploitation of labor and entire continents, wars, social 

and civic declines of every genre. And the same goes for the destruction of nature. Because, if one 

takes seriously the defense of the environment, of life conditions, water, air, food, there is 

unavoidably a collision with the capitalistic logic, whose sole driving force is unlimited profit. This 

capitalist dimension of extermination must be underlined, as Fidel Castro did on several occasions. 

Our organizations fight against the criminalization of the Soviet Union and of the first historical 

experience of socialism. We reject in particular the outrageous juxtaposition between the Third 

Reich and the homeland of the October Revolution under the ideological category of 

“totalitarianism”, because this juxtaposition serves only to demonize the revolutionary class 

struggle, and at the same time to trivialize and surreptitiously rehabilitate fascism. We assume the 

first experiences of socialist building as a key part in the learning process of the revolutionary 

movement all over the world that should be dialectically analyzed in order to draw the necessary 

lessons for the building of socialism in the 21
st

 century. 

In order to react these goals, to give life to a revolutionary process that enables to put socialism on 

the agenda, our organizations refer to the principled guidelines of the Communist International's 

VII Congress and underline the vanguard role played by Maurice Thorez in the adoption of the 

Popular Front strategy that enabled the Communist Parties to play a central and driving-force role 

in the antifascist and patriotic Resistance and later in the social conquests of the Liberation. We 

believe that communists should come together around the working class and anti-monopolistic 

sectors in popular fronts for an antifascist, patriotic, progressive and ecologic alternative, paving 

the way to socialism. 

Our organizations work towards the rebirth of the communist party in the respective countries, 

because the communist party remains the tool for organization and struggle of the working class 

and therefore a pressing need.  

Lastly, our organizations aspire for the development of unity of action between communists in 

their country and everywhere on Marxist-Leninist basis, without opportunism, without 

sectarianism, without dogmatism, far from poses but resolutely turned to action, to the masses 

and the popular youth. 

Long Live Proletarian Internationalism! 

Long Live Communism! 

 


